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 Bravery sounded like a good theme for a
Print Edition after this weird interruption of
life that we were facing because of covid.
Again. We had already been through fear,
homesickness, boredom, and hope. What was
left after all? Well, endurance, which is a sort
of bravery, so why not call it theme for the
semester’s print edition and give it a shot? 

 It is never not amazing how words are almost
liquid, protean, their shapes twirling and
swirling, their real meaning out of our grasp.
It really makes you think how communication
is an underrated everyday miracle; how
communication is a beautiful improbability.
The word “bravery” was let loose, and people
gave in their interpretations in all forms of
beautiful art. For this edition, we compiled
wonderful poems both in English and in
French, speaking about the courage it takes
to love, to lose, to be one’s truest self. We
were given pieces on the bravery of building
communities, of sustaining them, and
sometimes of leaving them behind. Bravery
was wordless, too; it was pictures where
colors and lines expressed the hidden
memories of courage. Bravery, people told us,
was kindness, integrity, vulnerability, and love. 

For us, it has been a privilege to assemble
these pieces in print form. We are happy and
humbled by the trust the student body has
deposited on us by sharing their thoughts
and the craft of their hands. The display of 
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Foreword
emotion in each form of art, the raw feelings, the
naked expression, are a thing of beauty. Beauty
to behold, and to enjoy. Without further ado, The
Graduate Press presents to you the Fall Print
Edition on the theme of bravery. We hope you
enjoy it. 
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There is always a gap betweenThere is always a gap between
what one can do and what onewhat one can do and what one
wants to do. Bravery is doing itwants to do. Bravery is doing it
with what one has, in spite ofwith what one has, in spite of

this eternal uncertainty.this eternal uncertainty.

  
- Tihao Zeng- Tihao Zeng
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Winter hues, frozen in timeWinter hues, frozen in time
  By Kanikka SersiaBy Kanikka Sersia

https://evinceyard.wordpress.com/2014/12/25/winter-hues-frozen-in-time/
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At the backyard,
The dew touched upon her bare feet

Cryic clinged to her toes
Rekindled imprints of past and the vows

The grasses lived again… it was dawn
They said Christ had born

Church bells, the silent hymns
Lingered as she moved on and on

The fog came out with every sigh she made
Melancholy was infused in her every breath

Twilight no longer charmed her
Chirping didn’t arouse interest

She had her own purpose to come
Time hasn’t left her the similar one

The breeze knocked at her withered hairs
This is not what she cares

Once again, she paid no heed
But her eyes tossed upon what she might need

Her wrinkled hands pulled across the broken slab
Down there lied the diggen filthy bag

In the dearth of patience, she toppled the stuff
Bent down on her knees, it was tough

There were no surprises, it was homecoming
Three decades had passed

Reminiscences hovered
As she grappled the blood stained uniform

It was this day…
Her son was shot dead at nine

She was left frozen in time.
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It takes a villageIt takes a village
By Megha KaveriBy Megha Kaveri
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 Seeking help and being open about needing a
support system is bravery to me. To accept that a
human being is a social animal and it is quite
impossible to live up to one’s fullest potential all by
oneself is incredibly brave. And all of us have such
tiny bits and pieces of bravery inside of us. We
have all been brave at least once in our lifetimes. 

I didn’t grow up in Chennai, one of the four
metropolitan cities in India. I was born in a village
in Kerala and grew up in Madurai, a town in Tamil
Nadu. My move to Chennai came much later in
life, when I was studying a professional course. It
has been my home since. Despite moving
localities multiple times due to changing careers,
Chennai continued to occupy that little warm
corner of my heart. It is a city that gave me my
anonymity. It is a city that gave me pretty much
everything that I had ever wanted. 

I used to wonder what made Chennai so different
and dear to me. Was it the beach, which was a
missing feature in the village that I was born in
and the town I grew up in? Was it the myriad of
rich culture that the city has that made me feel at
home? Or was it the anonymity that it guaranteed
me by making me literally one in a million people
living there? Looking back, I think it was the
people. To be specific, ‘my’ people. 

Chennai gave me my village, which is now an
integral part of my being. I didn’t know what non-
judgmental was until I got to know them. They
were there, with their homes open with a mug of
piping hot chocolate when I had had a long day or
with their hearts open or both to accept a grumpy
me. I am wary of asking for help. They made it so
easy for me to ask for help when I was at my
worst. When I say ‘worst’, I mean failure to live up
to societal expectations (a lot of it was
unnecessary of course, but we all learn it at
different points of our lives), clinical depression,
abuse and a divorce. They stood by me,
unflinchingly, respecting me as a person. And
that’s all that I needed at that time. Even now. 

Asking for help is not easy. It feels as if we are
incapable of living by ourselves. It feels like we
overestimated our ability to navigate the
complexities of life. It feels like a piece of us
accepts that we cannot live on our own, which is
something that’s been framed as ‘cool’ and
‘aspirational’, thanks to capitalism and hustle
culture. My major concern when I was
contemplating coming here to Geneva was
perhaps this: What happens to ‘my village’? The
prospect of having to cultivate and bind together a
new ‘village’ was terrifying. It still is, if I am being
honest. I am sure many of my peers here at the
Institute will relate to this emotion. However, three
months into the semester, as I sit at various points
at the Institute and the students residence and
observe, many students seem to have found their
villages, at least parts of it. I have found mine too,
perhaps just a part of it. To me, that’s courageous. 

Being vulnerable to accept new people in our lives
is an underrated emotion and equally terrifying.
We’re talking about lowering our defenses to love,
acceptance, humour and even rejection. This is
not easy. Each passing day, as I see groups of
students live around me, I feel proud and happy.
This is not such a shabby place to be in: Physically
and emotionally. 



Taking this PresidencyTaking this Presidency
with a Truckload of Saltwith a Truckload of Salt

and Traumaand Trauma
  By Aishwarya TendolkarBy Aishwarya Tendolkar
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since I thought my appearance would be criticised
next since literally everything else I was confident
and aware of was being picked apart. As a former
overweight girl, I had learnt to be confident of my
intelligence and other skills than my body. But
now, I was at a point where I was constantly
anxious about everything. I had not felt this
targeted ever because people back home were
actually mostly nice. Being in an international
institution has exposed me to different kinds of
people, different kinds of biases and different
kinds of targeted behaviour. 
 
Most of my Board’s GISA term has been riddled
with anxiety, issues, and some form of trouble.
When students you have spoken to casually reach
out to you that they think I am being bullied
openly and that they are worried for me and
support me, you actually have to realise that you
are not wrong. My actions, my words, my niceness
have been unravelled and disassembled to the
point where I fear writing you all an e-mail since I
am aware of the scrutiny and criticism I may face .
But I have learnt to respond and not react. And
that has made all the difference. I have learnt to
focus on my passion to work for the community
rather than get deterred by misdirected criticism. 

My mental health in 2021 was like the last two
seasons of the U.S sitcom Friends: disastrous. And
I survived it here only because of the support of
my loved ones here and back home, and due to
past members of GISA. I owe my professors here
so much for being considerate every time I have
asked for help and deadline extensions. Their
words and concern and encouragement have
made me realise that help comes from unknown
places, too.

You do realise what solidarity means when this
happens . I was so excited to welcome the current
2021-23 cohort and ensure they receive the
experiences that I did not get last year. But hey,
you can’t make everyone happy all the time and it
is okay. There are bound to be unhappy members.
I represent 1000+ students and I have to weigh
that before I say yes to something.
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 Before I sat down to pen this article, I checked my
mailbox for the fourth time this morning for any
triggering email. Being intimidated and threatened
is a pack-and-parcel of any leadership position;
but when you are thousands of miles away from
home and your partner, all alone, dealing with
anxiety and crying yourself to push through the
day-- the stress hits you differently. It is bravery
when I reassure my mother that everything is fine;
it is bravery when I tell my dad that I am happy;
and it is also brave to lie to them because you
know that it would break them inside the way it
breaks me if they see how unhappy and mostly
troubled I am here as the President of the
Graduate Institute Student Association. And the
cause of this brave persona comes down to a
finite, handful few who have not let me have a
single good day that I can look back and cherish. I
love doing my job as your President and helping
students, but there is a whole side to it that many
don’t realise. 

Being in a position of power does not make you
immune to targeted criticism, harsh words and
constant character assassination. My aim as a
President has been simple: involve the student
community as much as you can, and make the
institute a better place. But when there are
polarising elements who twist and misconstrue
nearly every word you say, my urge to do anything
just dies an organic death. When India was
ravaged by the Covid-19 crisis where we were
losing friends and family to sars-Cov-2, and my
partner’s father was fighting for his dear life, my
Board and I were here in Geneva being shoved
into a corner to organise an extraordinary General
Assembly in the middle of the Spring Finals. It
takes bravery to identify patterns of apathy and
still go through your day. And it takes bravery to
not cry in a room full of people who look up to you
for help. 

But what truly was a wake up call was when I lost
my funny-side. I love food so much but when I
stopped eating regularly because I was so
disturbed at all times, it rang alarm bells in my
head. My body-image issues suddenly came back 



What am I proud of as a President, you ask? The student support, and most of my GISA Board’s relentless
backing; The love and reassurance of my partner and parents, my friends here and back home for the work I
do every day; The work that I get to do to make the institute more diabled-friendly gives me joy; Listening to
students’ constructive criticism and feedback and taking a day to improve our student life in some way gives me
the satisfaction that something went right. I am proud of balancing GISA, academia, and my personal life.

But most importantly, I am proud of myself for not breaking down and giving up. Such a cliche that “giving up
would mean they have won.” But that is just romanticising trauma. No one should have to go through the sheer
mental health trauma that comes with a position of power. And students should learn to be kinder and nicer.
We are all students at the end of the day, and not commodities you can walk all over. We also have our
academic commitments and I don’t let myself forget that I am here for my education and not drama. And that
gets me through my day; Because I have already met my permanent people and the rest will never matter in
the long run because to quote Keynes: “In the long run, we are all dead.” 
¯\_(ツ)_/¯ 
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Le Courage d’Aimer.Le Courage d’Aimer.
Margherita DacquinoMargherita Dacquino



Je t’écris mon aimé,
parce que tu devrais éprouver

 
De n'avoir que l’amour 
pour penser au futur,

Pour se distraire tous les jours,
et pour s’imaginer voyager.

 
Je t’écris mon aimé,

Même si tu ne comprendras jamais.
 

Malheureux toi, 
Qui ne connais pas 

la folle dépendance à autrui,
Qui ne connais pas

la jalousie irrationnelle de la nuit,
Ni les instincts sexuels indicibles,

Ni les pulsions meurtrières irrépressibles.
Qui ne connait pas le pur malheur du vide entre les

bras,
Qui, maudit, me fait glisser de plus en plus vers le

bas.
 

Je t’écris mon aimé,
Car pour toi, je n'ai que de la pitié.

 
Toi qui ne sauras jamais 

Dédier ta vie
À l’essence gâtée, imparfaite et asservie 

Tant de l’Amour que de l’oubli. 
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Too KindToo Kind
By Silvia EcclesiaBy Silvia Ecclesia
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“Massicci e incazzati”. It literally means:
massive/strong and angry. It is a quote
that comes from an old Italian movie
about the military service; you can see
the clip with the quote in all its splendor
on YouTube (“Soldati - 365 giorni all’alba,
Massicci e Incazzati” - it’s available only in
italian, sorry). 

My father used to tell me to be
“massiccia e incazzata” very often, he still
does. I distinctly remember this one time,
when I was a little girl, when he put his
hands up in front of me, palms towards
me, and made me punch them like a
boxer in training, telling me to be more
“massiccia e incazzata”. 

You are too kind. “You are too kind” are
words that have been repeated to me
countless times in my life. I have always
been the proverbial sheep (or gazelle,
like we would say in the italian proverb)
that, one day or the other, is going to be
eaten by the lions. Because, you know,
people are lions out there, they are going
to eat you alive if you are too kind. 

One of my younger sisters even started
to mock me about it, telling me that I was
‘weak’ every occasion she could, even for
the silliest things. Can’t open a pickle jar?
Well, it’s because you are weak. Accept to
help a friend with work on a Sunday?
Well, too weak for sure. Accept to pick
her up somewhere very far even though,
and she knows, I really don’t want to?
Definitely because I am weak. 

She means it as a joke, I know that, but at
the same time it used to bother me a lot.
Being too kind used to bother me a lot.
For many, many years I actually listened
to people; I thought they were right. And
I felt bad about being too kind and,
obviously, I tried to ‘toughen up’. But
what does that even mean? It’s just not
me. I am not tough, at all. But I don’t
mean it in a bad way, it is just who I am.  

After feeling bad about it for most of my
life, I have actually come to realize at one
point, that kind is not the opposite of
strong. Being kind does not preclude
being respected. And, most importantly,
kindness doesn’t mean weakness. Being
kind actually requires a lot of courage.
Being vulnerable is the biggest act of
bravery one can make. (I didn’t come to
this conclusion entirely alone; you can
find a very nice TED talk about it called
“the Power of Vulnerability”. But it still is
a revelation one must make on her or his
own.) 

Being the first one to invite an
acquaintance to go out for a drink,
hoping to start a friendship. Being the
one who always texts first. Offering
something to your flat mates. Keeping
the last biscuit for that person because
you know they like it. Saying yes, when
someone asks you for help, knowing you
might never be ‘paid back’. Being the first
one to say, “I like you”. All acts of bravery.
Or of kindness? Well, it’s more or less the
same thing.  
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Some people might still think that I am naive. That I haven’t seen “the world out there”.
Once you go “out there” they will eat you alive. Well, guess what? I have been “out here” for
quite some time now. And I know how to make myself respected and listened to. But still, I
did not become “massiccia e incazzata”. No ma’am, I decided to remain too kind.  
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Bravery + IntegrityBravery + Integrity
  By Aminata Buganzi KinanaBy Aminata Buganzi Kinana
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What does bravery mean to me? It
means to be able to live with integrity
and to be comfortable with my
vulnerability. For as long as I can
remember, no matter whether I am
having a good or a bad day, my mother
loves to remind me that all I am is
human. At first I thought that it was
just a tactic to keep me grounded, but it
is so much more than that. The
acceptance of one’s humanity means
being at ease with whatever life throws
at you. She wants to remind me that
whatever I am feeling at any given
moment, whether it is a good or a bad
emotion, is not something that only I
am experiencing. I find that we all
easily forget that there is no human
feeling that can ever be a completely
isolated one. 

My definition of integrity is to always
do the right thing, whether it is
something the world will find out about
or only you will ever know of. I live a life
of integrity. I am honest with myself
and others and increasingly have
become more empathetic of what
others experience in their own lives. I
especially try to be sensitive to
experiences someone may be having
that affect them deeply, but they would
not share. I work hard and expect that
to be what primarily moves me from
one step in my life to the next. I help
others because it makes me feel good,
but also because many other people
have done the same for me. 

Vulnerability is something that I have
grown comfortable with. I, like a lot of
people, used to subconsciously be a
part of the rat race. When asked, I am
sure I would have said that I was not a

competitive person, but in reality I
probably was. Keeping up with the
Joneses undeniably means
dehumanising others because when
you compete with someone, they
become your opponent, which is not
the best breeding ground for mutual
understanding. Accepting my
vulnerability has meant acknowledging
that I have strengths and weaknesses
and that they are all a part of who I am.
I embrace my shadow just as much as I
do the qualities that garner me positive
attention.

I took a writing course with Professor
Carloyn Biltoft last semester that
required daily journal writing. 

This exercise forced me to deal with all
the insecurities and past pain and
disappointments that I had been
conveniently burying deep underneath
my more conscious sense of self.
Needless to say, uncovering all of that
made me a better scholar, and more
importantly, a better person. I am now
not only much more comfortable with
the less than picture perfect parts of
myself, I infact celebrate them. Sticking
to the themes of bravery, integrity and
vulnerability, below are paragraphs I
wrote in two of my journal entries: may
it give you the courage to face your
truest self, as that will empower you to
interact with the world courageously
and lovingly, even in the darkest of
times.

The more I grow comfortable with
myself and my abilities, with my
shadow and light equally, in who I am
and not who I think I should be, I am
getting closer to being my true self. It is



interesting how people seem to forget
that we truly only live once, and once
we are gone, we will never get this time
back. It sounds so simple, but is just as
easily forgotten -- knowing that our
time on earth is limited, would you ever
want to give more time than necessary
to sadness, anger, shame, regret,
resentment, fear... ?

How about maximising happiness,
laughter, kindness, love...

As I heal from the things I have been
aware of for years, and from those that
began to surface as I write in this
journal, I see how my life was dictated
by fear. It probably still is, but not to
the same extent as it used to be, which
is a welcome improvement. All I can say
to myself now is to continue practicing
self love or better yet, self appreciation,
and to be open to all the wonderful
things out there, LOVE in all its forms.
By choosing to be honest with myself
and others, to reveal my most
vulnerable self without any fear, I am
living bravely everyday...
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Fire in the waterFire in the water

By Hanlu HuBy Hanlu Hu
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I fall in love at the most inconvenient and least possible time
knowing I shouldn’t
But I couldn’t help it
I just want to enjoy it

While it lasts
But it hurts sometimes

I want to have it all
But you won’t let me
I tried to end it I can’t
I tried to cut it I can’t
I tried to put it out

It takes every breath in me
I tried to save it

Parting the red sea just for us
But I can't do it alone

I tried to destroy it
It destroyed me
I tried to forget it
It won’t fade away

I tried to pretend it's over
But it’s never gone

I tried to lie to myself
like what you did to yourself

That it’s better this way
That our encounter is only meant for separation

That I’m happier without you

That you’re happier without me
But I see us burn

In this wild fire
Even it hurts like hell

Still we stay
Us remain

That’s how I see
Our love is greater than the pain

The harder it is to breathe
The harder it is to forget
The harder it is to let go

The more powerful
The more rare

The more honest
We know it is what it is

Two twin flames
Floating in the water

Silently burning
Even cowards like you and me

Could bear the bleeding
Which always makes my eyes wet

Do you know
Sometimes it rains in the Sahara

 

Note: This poem is based on a true story yet it never happened in reality. To me, bravery is to still have faith in love and strength to
fight no matter how many times you fall. 

Recommended background music if you’d like to read this poem one more time: 
Duelo dulce – Babi; Flowers – Rick and Morty; Paul – Cavetown; Say It – Maggie Rogers; Love Me Wrong – Allix X & Troye Sivan; The

Few Things – JP Saxe; Like I Used To – Sharon Van Etten & Angel Olsen; Youth – Daughter; Turnedo – Iván Ferreiro; Fire in the water
– Feist.

 



Je tombe amoureux au moment le plus gênant et le moins
possible

sachant que je ne devrais pas
Mais je n'ai pas pu m'en empêcher

Je veux juste en profiter
Alors qu'elle dure

Mais ça fait mal parfois
Je veux tout avoir

Mais tu ne me laisseras pas
J'ai essayé d'y mettre fin, je ne peux pas
J'ai essayé de le couper, je ne peux pas

J'ai essayé de l'éteindre
Il prend chaque souffle en moi

J'ai essayé de le sauver
Séparer la mer rouge juste pour nous

Mais je ne peux pas le faire seul
J'ai essayé de le détruire

Ça m'a détruit
J'ai essayé de l'oublier
Ça ne s'effacera pas

J'ai essayé de prétendre que c'est fini
Mais ce n'est jamais parti.
J'ai essayé de me mentir
comme ce que tu t'es fait

Que c'est mieux comme ça
Que notre rencontre n'est destinée qu'à la séparation

Que je suis plus heureux sans toi

Que tu es plus heureux sans moi
Ainsi nous brulons

Le feu sauvage nous submerge
La douleur insupportable comme l'enfer

Pourtant, nous restons
Nous l'endurons

C'est comme ça que je vois
Notre amour est plus grand que la douleur

Plus difficile de respirer
Plus difficile d'oublier

Plus difficile de lâcher prise
Le plus puissant

Le plus rare
Le plus honnête

Nous savons que c'est ce que c'est
Deux flammes jumelles

Flottant dans l'eau
Brûler silencieusement

Même des lâches comme toi et moi
Pourraient supporter le saignement
Ce qui me mouille toujours les yeux

Savez-vous
Parfois il pleut au Sahara

 

Remarque : Ce poème est basé sur une histoire vraie, mais cela ne s'est jamais produit dans la réalité. Pour moi, la bravoure
consiste à avoir toujours foi en l'amour et la force de se battre, peu importe le nombre de fois où vous tombez.

 
Musique de fond recommandée si vous souhaitez lire ce poème une fois de plus :

Duelo dulce – Babi; Flowers – Rick and Morty; Paul – Cavetown; Say It – Maggie Rogers; Love Me Wrong – Allix X & Troye Sivan; The
Few Things – JP Saxe; Like I Used To – Sharon Van Etten & Angel Olsen; Youth – Daughter; Turnedo – Iván Ferreiro; Fire in the water

– Feist.
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The Bravery ofThe Bravery of
Showing Up (?)Showing Up (?)

  By Emma Clare MaxwellBy Emma Clare Maxwell
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 It's easy to feel skeptical about student
activism. Campus focused efforts have a
different feeling than marching in the streets,
speaking to a politician, or carrying a placard.
The potential outcomes of activism within an
organization or community, such as the
Graduate Institute, are smaller than they are
in a public setting, and advocating for change
to the people you see everyday, perhaps even
the people you live with, the people who
grade your papers, the people who will issue
you a degree, can seem at first glance like an
unnecessary source of tension. Why not go
out into the world, and say your piece there,
some have asked. Why have so many
criticisms, rather than enjoying the good
things that an organization and a community
offer, ask others. 

These questions may come with the best of
intentions, but they themselves show a form
of cynicism. Activism, especially activism that is
deeply enmeshed in our everyday lives, is
motivated by care for our communities, and a
deep courage to engage with the most
pressing issues of our day in ways that are
intimate and involve personal risk. We who
choose to engage in such work do so with full
support for public and large-scale advocacy
efforts, as well as with the understanding that
we ourselves must change, and the places
where we can be most effective are the places
that we know the best.

The mandate of social justice activists is often
explained as “speaking truth to power.” The
first image that might come to mind when
hearing this phrase might be an image of
Martin Luther King Jr. preaching to the  

American public about the struggle for Black civil
rights, or perhaps Malala Yousefzai refusing to
give up her education. We also believe that
speaking truth to power means recognizing the
power embedded in ourselves and in the
institutions we participate in, and acknowledging
less obvious inequalities. An interesting example
of this might be exemplified in the way that the
Institute looks at period poverty. The lack of
affordable pads, tampons and other hygiene
products is often a barrier to social, educational
and economic equality for people who
menstruate. Numerous classes, workshops, and
papers circulating around the Graduate Institute
will tell you this, and laud the organizations that
work to provide period supplies in low income
countries. On the other hand, the fact that this
same disparity could affect students at the
graduate institute who have trouble affording
sanitary products, or may be caught off guard
and have to choose between attending class
without period products, or skipping out. It took
over a year’s worth of advocacy from GISA, QISA
and the Feminist Collective in order to convince
the Institute that providing access to hygiene
products on campus was a necessity, not a
luxury. It's commendable to recognize such
problems and address them on a macro level,
but not everyone who does so can recognize the
way these inequalities are manifested around
themselves. 

Activism, in this sense, is a form of community
care, and a form of self care. When students
worked to hold a vote on the endorsement of
the Boycott, Divestment and Sanctions
movement, one common criticism was that a
student body should not be taking a stand on
international political issues. However this  expla-
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nation of the vote misses the key point that
students in our community are directly
impacted by Zionism and settler colonialism in
Palestine/Israel, and that people living under
occupation in Palestine are still part of our
own community. In this way, advocacy work is
a way of showing those people in our
community that they have the support of their
friends and colleagues, and that the issues
that matter to them are being addressed at
every level, not justin newspaper headlines or
U.N. council rooms. Furthermore, advocacy
becomes a form of personal integrity. So
often, in academic settings or careers, we are
asked to engage with issues of injustice
without acknowledging how we are affected
by them. Opening space to engage with these
questions that recognizes our own emotional
investment and personal stake allows us a
form of honesty and integrity that we are not
allowed when we only evaluate injustices as
distant and abstract. 

 We as Graduate Institute students have a
profound privilege in deciding how we want to
interact with the most salient issues in the
global community. Yet all too often, we view
our own understanding, knowledge, and
ability to engage as a career asset, not as a
toolset that can be used to further good faith
efforts towards equality. Speaking up when it
may be a professor, an administrator, or
maybe even a potential employer who may be
acting in harmful ways. Students who are able
to collectively address issues of institutional
racism, sexism, classism or homophobia are
simultaneously confronting the situation at
hand, disrupting a mentality that prioritizes
career competition and putting up with
discomfort or even oppression in order to
achieve personal goals. 

 Student activism isn’t perfect. We can’t always
get the results that we hope for, or even find
enough time and resources to address
everything that should be. Our work is bound to
kick up feelings, and on some occasions arouse
discomfort. But it is a profound hope that our
community will see these inadequacies as an
invitation to put their time and energy into trying
to make the Graduate Institute microcosm a little
bit more accepting, a little bit more self-
reflective, and a little bit more just.
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Où cours-je ? 
By -Amédée Hirt
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Où cours-je quand les coups d’orage tonnent ?
Où cours-je quand les coups de rage tombent ?

Où cours-je quand la mer déchaîne ses trombes ?
Où cours-je quand le ciel décharge ses bombes ?

Où cours-je quand la peur étouffe, bâillonne ?

Où cours-je ?
Car cours-je ?
Je cours, oui.
Mieux, je fuis.

Je détale et je file, loin de l’orage, 
Au sec et à l’abri, loin de la rage,

Pour passer la tempête sans me mouiller,
Dans le confort de mon déni douillet.

Hors de ma vue, les drames migratoires.
Hors de ma vie, les morts, le désespoir.
Cachez ce sang que je ne saurais voir.

Cachez ces chiffres que je ne saurais croire.

Au royaume du malheur, les aveugles sont heureux.
Et quand d’un geste brusque, on arrache le voile

Qui, des calamités, dissimulait mes yeux,
C’est mon apocalypse, l’horreur qui se dévoile.

« Sois fort et brave ! », souffle une voix à l’horizon,
« Montre ta force d’âme et ta résolution !
Refuse les carnages, refuse les naufrages,

Combats les injustices, fais preuve de courage ! »

Courage. Le mot est dit. Serait-ce donc ça la clé ?
Accepter, voir en face, la dure réalité

Ne pas se réfugier dans ce déni douillet
Continuer la lutte, dénoncer, s’indigner

Mais les plus courageux, ce n’est pas moi, c’est eux,
Ceux qui désespérés, tentent le tout pour le tout,

Ceux qui heurtés, blessés, se tiennent toujours
debout,

Ceux qui ont perdu tout ce qui leur est précieux.
 

Honte à moi qui me cache lorsque survient l’orage.
Honte à moi qui m’enfuis face au plus simple écueil.
Cessons d’être des lâches, dévoilons notre orgueil 

Ne nous laissons plus fuir, montrons notre courage !
 

Que ce courage puisse insuffler de l’espoir.
Ne laissons-plus passer les inégalités.

Offrons une mémoire aux omis de l’histoire.
Luttons pour la justice et pour la dignité.
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Braveface
By Nicolás Tascón G. 



I don’t really know what bravery is, but I am sure I
have seen it around. 

I met a woman who raised three daughters after
her husband passed away in a car accident. I saw
her work hard to give the three kids an education,
and cry when they graduated and got jobs. She
never once let her smile fade and she sang songs
she made up in her head; I remember that too. 

I met a guy who never knew his biologic parents.
He was picked from the streets as a baby by very
poor people. He grew up in a neighborhood
where nightly gunshots and red alarms were
norm. He worked the day, 7.00 to 6.00, and
studied the night, 7.00 to 10.00, until he achieved
technical education. He is now pursuing
professional education, because he wants his
mother and his girlfriend to be proud of him. A
rather silent man.

I met a girl who broke up her own marriage at
age 19 because she decided she did not love that
person, who definitely did not love her back. She
loved again, and got her heart broken again, and
loved again once more. 

 I met another girl who did marry the guy, after all.
She had allowed for family expectations to decide
her career, now her love life. She went through
depression and anguish, until one fine day she
decided to stand up for herself and take control
over her own life. Last time I heard from her, she
was in a foreign country. She seemed to be doing
alright. 

I met a guy who had what looked like a dream
job. Head of sales, only second to a corporate
vice president. I saw him turn down the job, after
endless months of secret therapy, bad sleep, and 

I uneasiness. With nothing but some savings and
some friends, he started an enterprise that is
now thriving. When I saw him last, I felt he had
never looked so healthy. 

I have met women who, amidst chaos and
national turmoil, walked for an hour and a half to
get to their workplace because they had children
to feed and provide an education for. They
braved tear gas, explosions in the streets,
robbery, and human tolls, to make it to the
company. Once in, they served coffee or did their
cleaning with a ready smile, trying to dull the fear.
I think this is the bravest face of bravery. 

Yes, I met all these people, who were different
expressions of courage. They, of course, didn’t
know it. Life sometimes feels like that: it’s just
another day to put up with, not even good or bad,
just another hour to kill. But I want to celebrate
them, all the same. In case nobody has. 

 They. This is what bravery means to me. 
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Contingency
By Aditi Joshi



 

Going about the day 
Doing stuff that everyone does

So what if you're different?
Living life carefree
The way you want

Shouldn't require bravery
 

In a party alone
She drank and danced

Having the time of her life
Being wild and free

Walking by herself at night
Shouldn't require bravery

 
Asking for your share

For all you deserve
All you've rightfully earned

No matter what's your identity
Getting equal chances

Shouldn't require bravery
 

Sitting in a corner
He worried all the time

They wouldn't accept him
Embracing the reality

Facing the world in his original form
Shouldn't require bravery

 
This wonderful place

In which we exist
Has morals and values

But does it really?
Questioning them bluntly
Shouldn't require bravery 
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